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Hi Steve,
Our group of concerned citizens were surprised by an article in the Janesville Gazette that said
the NRC has been out to the site, looked at Shines designs and made suggestions. The public
would like to have been present on site to view and just listen to the NRC suggestions, knowing
we could not ask questions during that time. We as part of the public would like to see Shines
designs and would very much like to know what suggestions were offered by the NRC. In fact
we would like to know all the major requiremments of this project and facility.. Its too bad the
NRC hasn't yet allowed the public to question them so that we have answers from the agency and
not just from the bias self-serving Shine Technologies, or the bias city officials.
We would like to know what all the issues or concerns brought by the NRC were and how Shines
will meet those suggestions. We also are concerned about possible violations that might occur
under our current city code department, the Wisconsin DNR or FAA regulations. Has the NRC
itself, reviewed all those?
We still have no idea how the water issues are dealt with, both incoming and waste water
disposal, as well as waste materials. Are there special filters and degrading systems proposed
with redundtantcy systems that protect our city disposal system, and how many and where
located? What about ground water levels, depths and ground contamination protection
requirements? What about plane crash resistant building requirements? What about tornado
protection? What about safe roadway entrances requirements? Are windows allowed in the
building? What are the required employee protection apparel and sanitation requirements for
their protection and safety? Is there a decontamination room for employees to change clothing,
cleanup, etc.?
What are the proposed hours of operation? Will it be a 24 hour operation? What is the security
required both when in operation or when unattended? How often will the NRC make
unannounced inspections for compliance? How often and many water samples off site will be
taken by independent or NRC officials, and not city officials? We would expect any & all
inspection reports be required to be posted at various public locations for all to see.
Will the NRC offer a public information and questioning hearing on any final plans, before any
final NRC permit is issued? What are Shines and the City"s responsibilities before and after any
NRC approval and issuing of any permit? There are a lot of strongly bias participants involved in
this project, and there needs to be full and detailed information made available to the general
public for their assimilation and responses.

We would appreciate more information and answers. Thank You.
AL Lembrich

